"The Mark of the Beast"

High Priestess Maxine has related to you about the microchip and how this is a strong subliminal so people will succumb to this. I have to point out some additional things.

"Christians" and others who are brainwashed, are expecting as a positive thing the "Coming of christ". Obviously, christ never existed or will exist, as this thing is a spiritual rip-off from the old religions for the man who has achieved the Godhead, which they have bastardized into this jewish fable. This is a strong subliminal as this practice is very Ancient. "jewsus" has nothing to do with anything of this. It's a stolen and malformed allegory. The jews are aware of this and this is why they are "against" christians on the surface. This is according to them the most stupid thing to believe in. Which it definitely is, as everyone spiritually advanced and aware knows this is a lie and the religion of the future slaves. The jews will NEVER tolerate believing in such crap, as this is outright hilarious for them.

On the other hand, the "Savior" of these kikes, they want to materialize him and for centuries they lie and lie again that he is there for them. In other words, in order for "What they sought for" to come, there must come "all this". Marks of the beasts, whatever the shit, destruction of the Earth. It "MUST" come. This is in alignment with the christians having to fulfill the prophecies. The "prophecies" and spiritual energy be given is for the Goyim to give. They must create their own destruction so the kikes can reap what these foolish "Beasts" have sown for them.

Can you see the message here? But the only funny thing is, the xians are the only ones stupid enough to believe that this is all literal. Yes, they will make an ATTEMPT to approximately make it literal and this was the purpose of this all. This is nothing but a jewish, well written subliminal fable to guide people here, to this total destruction. Then they will take over and welcome their reptilians or "angels" so they can establish "Godly order". Slave order for the Goyim, "God World" for the kikes. The global Communist state with the kikes at the top.

What this "Savior" would do if it existed is establish communism, enslave anyone Gentile for the jews and then whatever else unimaginable. The "Saved ones" are the jews. Gentiles trying to be "saved" is a meaningless occasion as simply, the jews know, both their thoughtform JHVH and all this "religion" they have given are for jews. Gentiles are of "another seed" and they call this the "Satanic seed" or the "Seed of Satan" in their texts.
The "Mark of the Beast" should be self-evident. This is the mark for the GOYIM (Beasts in Hebrew). This is what the kikes will give to the Goyim. This is the mark they will try to "mark" the "unholy" goyim with, as to separate them from the jews, who will be the ruling "powers", at the age of "God". Middle Ages, just technologically advanced and therefore, total control. Nothing will be able to happen and all will be enslaved.

Satan has nothing to do with this, or ever had. This is all a rip-off. Satan warns everyone against this shit and also, revealed everything that they are trying to do. Satan is again used as a distraction for all the jewish ends. This is no different than how the enemy projects all they are and do to their enemies. Satan brought us out of the Middle Ages and Satan, whom was known back then as Enki was the first civilizer of the Earth. The Gods taught us freedom, civilization, peace and respect.

This "mark" will ensure one will always stay and remain in "hell" and also, nobody will be able to buy and sell without this "mark". You all know who controls many governments and the monetary system. The people of "jesus/JHVH" do this. The 666 in the hebrew bible symbolizes that the kikes have become the 666, which is the number for spiritual perfection that has manifested physically. This is stolen from the older civilizations. Any master of such is a "666". This is also a number for the perfected Souls and Satan. They want to "Mark" these people so they will never be able to spiritually ascend higher. Do not get caught in that the words beast and beast are the same. They did this translation on purpose to confuse people.

The beast that enslaves is the kikes, the "beast" that is marked is the Goyim (Gentiles).

This is self-evident for anyone who is a kike and knows the Rabbinical texts, or everyone studied enough. This is another trick they have done in the bible to make it be-LIE-ved by the masses. They themselves, do know the truth behind all this. This is the reason they reject "The new testament" as this is a game they are playing on the back of the goyim. The goyim are beasts and therefore too stupid to figure anything of this out. Lie, lie, and then, lie again. Lies upon lies. The lost goyim will never find out the truth anyway. Or so they believed.

Later in Revelation 14:9 it mentions:

9 Then another angel, a third one, followed them, saying with a loud voice, "If anyone worships the beast and his image, and receives a mark on his forehead or on his hand,
10 he also will drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is mixed in full strength in the cup of His anger; and he will be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels and in the presence of the Lamb...."

In other words, when the kikes will "mark" the Goyim beasts, the game is over. The torture will start to happen after everyone is at this stage, as their communist state has started existing. The 'loving' angel continues:

11 And the smoke of their torment goes up forever and ever; they have no rest day and night, those who worship the beast and his image, and whoever receives the mark of his name."

Whomever is jacked with that shit, they are dead for life. The kikes after they label you, they will torture you day and fucking night. For the love of "god" and his "Sought land" and "Prophecies" of course. Given spiritual advancement and anything will be monitored, also the chips will have a kill switch etc.

More on the Microchipping agenda of the enemy:

http:/www.exposingcommunism.com/Jewish ... ochip.pdf
[Note: link is no longer available]

This is all a subliminal here.

The jews are always playing two sides against the middle. The abuser and the savior. The bringer of suffering that MUST come (according to them) and the "promised salvation". This is how the jews always acted. The formula "problem, reaction, solution". The beast and the "angel" who supposedly "warns", then the "bad guy" and then the "good guy". All this ties into the same idea that whatever happens, will happen and also the imagery is vivid like it has happened, so the mind will accept it and start going towards this reality.

Thing is, the christians never had anything to do with Satan whatsoever. The evil, the good and the intermediate is always the kikes for them, as they have totally given themselves to the kikes. Kikes are the "good, the evil and the helper" in everything. Problem, reaction, solution. No way to turn. Two sides against the Middle. They are the "evil JhvH" who "smites" and the "good jewsus" who "loves". Same kike, different side.

This also ties into psychology. People tend to "love" their abusers, according to the kikes. This sadistic understanding, this dirt of the soul and all the weaknesses in a degenerate, low spiritual level Humanity is used against us. This goes in circles and reinforces itself.
Also, bear in mind, this kike idea "Jesus" states that "Him and his father are one". The father with whom obviously they are one, is JHVH. Christians and other idiots are brainwashed into serving the jews and channeling their psychic energy and devoting their life so the jews will achieve their ends. Whomever has occult experience they do know, that thoughts create action. This is also all common sense. Christianity is of course against any and all common sense.

One must be dumb and illiterate, stupid. They curse the giver of knowledge, who is Satan. According to the Ancient Greeks, logic has been given to us by the Gods to protect us from destruction and is a gift given by the Gods.

Satan is the third option which lies OUTSIDE of all this context and this is why the Pagan religions are endlessly cursed to no end, so do the Ancient Gods. Satan is the only one who can bring their undoing.

The marking of the "forehead" is also a very ancient jewish tradition. The ancient rabbis would mark effigies with the "names of god" and they would bind things and people by doing this "writing of the name of god in the foreheads". This is no different than puppet magick and also, this is a magick practiced by the enemy. This also relates to jewish ritual murder and the murder of human beings. The jews have been doing this for centuries and when they were found out, they were kicked out of the countries they parasitized. Nowadays, due to their monetary power, the powers that be are giving them a "blind eye" on all their actions.

They want to "drag down" and materialize this practice so they can control the "Goyim", by the means of technology. Nothing means anything to the jews. They only have one mission and this is in their blood. This is all they work for, consciously or not. They have no "will" of their own.

Human rights, peace and civilization mean nothing to them. All that matters is if they will succeed what they have been seeded here to do: destroy this civilization and all this creation down here. This was supposedly happening in Spain in the 14th century. Still, in the 21st, Mr. Silverman of Verichip is faithfully working on the line of his Ancestors, not one step away. In fact, he materialized this thing in the name of "Verichip" already.

Educate the people, inform and do activism. We are making a very serious impact, but we must totally spiritually undo them all and their filthy existence spiritually, until the Light of Truth can be seen again.